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About This Game

1001 Jigsaw. World Tour: Home Sweet Home is an exciting puzzle game and a fantastic opportunity to feel the warmth and
comfort of being at home. Assemble jigsaws from a multitude of pieces and make your house a home in 500 high-quality

photos. Now you can play your favorite puzzle game and feel like you're at home no matter where you are!

For more exciting and comfortable gameplay, we've provided a bunch of opportunities! Set a difficulty for each puzzle to suit
you – choose the number of jigsaw pieces, their angle and the turn function! Save your progress at any time and come back to

assembling your saved jigsaws whenever you want! Simple controls and a bunch of hints and tools make the game more
comfortable. With configuration options like this, the game is accessible both to new players and true professionals in the puzzle

game genre.

Get ready for bright sunbeams cascading across your sheets, the pitter-patter of feet on the stairs, the crunching of toast and
oatmeal... The rustling of the morning paper and the dog barking outside... Cool water in the pool and the smell of freshly-cut
grass... Dinner with the whole family, a rocking chair by the fireplace and so much more to stir up your deepest memories of

home sweet home! Decor, interior design, family and comfort await!

1001 Jigsaw. World Tour: Home Sweet Home is a game and a source for inspiration. 500 high-quality photographs of vivid and
delicious puzzles that will make your heart flutter. Here you can get inspired and host an unforgettable family celebration,

choose the decor and interior design, and make the home your own. A warm and one-of-a-kind mind teaser game! Go ahead and
dive in today!

- 500 high quality unique images
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- Well designed game-play: useful hints, sort tool and magnifying glass.
- Optional game difficulty control makes your gameplay infinite

- Custom styles of pieces with rotation
- Save game progress and continue to collect the puzzle at any time

- Tasks and colorful trophies for those who love excitement
- Pleasant and relaxing music

- Get 500 puzzles for one purchase.
It is beneficial!
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Title: 1001 Jigsaw. Home Sweet Home
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Creobit
Publisher:
8floor
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2018
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1001 jigsaw home_sweet_home wedding ceremony. 1001 jigsaw home sweet home deluxe. 1001 jigsaw home sweet home

This reminds me of a dulled down version of the 'Touhou Project' except you hear alot of Japanese voices repeated in this game
like Recettear everytime you die or an event happens.

This game is a vertical shooter game; its almost like Danmaku.
The controls are the same as the Touhou Project such as 'Z' and 'X' as accept or cancel.. Awesome game so far, love the comic
theme of this game and the movements as well. Excited to see where this game goes!. First of all, I'm a bit biased. I met some of
the guys on this project and had to get this once it released!

I should say out of the gate, as someone with a degree in animation, the cutscene animation is great! Not Disney-quality but
definitely well done for a 2D game.

First complaint: long load times. Just a matter of optimization that I expect with future updates.

Gameplay is super fun and easy to control (I'm using a 360 controller). Very reminiscent of Super Metroid with a comical twist.

Second complaint: In-game animation is stiff and the pickaxe actually swings backwards.
and Third complaint: Game crashed loading level two. (migh've been my fault running too much stuff)

All in all, I see the possiblities. Will update as I play more.. Oh wow\u2026 It\u2019s been one day I\u2019ve played this
game\u2026

What a crazy ride, from the boredom of those pixel hunt game, long rant of nothing good to play, unfair competitive online
game fatigue, into this. Game.

Honestly, I never know this kind of game would exist as I'm not actively looking into it. But I\u2019m quite glad I found it. I
enjoy it very much.

I mean, it\u2019s not the obvious part that everyone sees it at first glance that I enjoy. But its something else deep in the game.
No, not that one either -_-

I look through review, and most of them are what I would like to say. The story or the writing of it. \u201cWitty and
entertain\u201d is most of the reviews here said. And I agree. I\u2019m having so much fun on these jokes as I\u2019m a
programming these geeks and programming joke is cracking me up, but some are a bit over my head that it even makes me look
some of them up (Like half an hour on the lazycoder.com looking for that podcast she meant and didn\u2019t found anything
D: )

It makes me feel bad a bit now that the first few hours of this game I lost was on the pirated version of it. Well not anymore,
screw my wallet. I'm just buying it full price here and no regret.

But since I buy this game, I\u2019m kind of afraid, it an awkward game and no one I know plays it. (But then again, I have like
<10 friends on steam) So, right after I buy it, I\u2019m hiding like I\u2019m in a closet myself. It sounds silly, hiding it from
everyone. Set my steam status off, clear all earned achievement, so it does not raise anyone else suspicions. But in the end
Discord game activity sold me out now all the server I joined know I\u2019ve been pouring my soul into this game for 16 hours
straight D:

Anyway, while I\u2019m playing lots of moment in the game make me start questioning myself because I am on my last year
toward graduation now. And the ending strikes me on what I will do with my life afterward. I know this is just fiction, but it has
woken me up from my stupidity. I always joke about delaying my inevitable after I graduate. But now, what am I going to do
with my life?

Anyway, enough with my annoying rant. FML. No one care.

About this game though? I F*CKI*G RECOMMEND THIS GAME.
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PS: #nohomo. By the time writing this review, I have only played 3 hours of this game. Were those 3 hours worth it?

Absolutely.
The game takes place in an alternative world with ninjas (or shinobi as theyre called in the game), you have good shinobi, who
complete missions for the government, and bad shinobi that carry out missions for politicians. As the name implies, one is good,
the other is bad.

The game has 2 different stories (+1 if you buy the tailor made edition) that each view the perspective of the good shinobi from
Hanzo Academy, and the bad shinobi from Hebijo Academy. Both have different missions with different sets of characters. The
characters all have different kind of personalities, one character for example is emotionless who never experiences hatred or
joy, and then you have a character who's bright and cheerful. The list goes on and on, but the characters really differentiate with
each other.

What really sets this game and the older Senran Kagura games apart is the graphics for this game. The graphics feel like Estival
Versus, but with a big upgrade. The effects are noticeably more polished and look really cool. However, you'll be noticing some
slight fps drops when performing a shinobi transformation or slashing through your enemies. Other than that, the graphics are
definitely a big step forward.

The downsides to this game are that unfortunately, there's no multiplayer. It's 2 (or 3) campaign stories of 41 missions each (10
for the 3rd story I believe). Also, when there's a novel-like sequence, the text keeps on scrolling while its difficult to follow what
the text is actually saying and when the characters speak in these novel parts, they almost always get interrupted by someone
else's dialogue. It's a bit annoying and I hope the devs can fix this issue.

Other than that, I really enjoy this game. The game has a bit of an Estival Versus vibe, but it also has some things going for it on
its own, like camera-switching menu screens depending on what thing you want to do in the menu.

7/10.
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Easy to get your bots to do something, hard to actually be good. Good for a couple of hours.. Some of my thoughts after about
40 minutes of playing:

- The game is buggy, It has crashed a few times, and I have experienced glitches in the game forcing me to relaunch it.
- Music is repetitive uninspiring.
- This game needs more depth. A good example is a budget option for running your newspaper that rewards you for selling more
newspapers.
- Choices are extremely limited for editing articles and layout.

The first 10 minutes were fun, but quickly got repetitive. This game has so much potential, it just needs the core concepts to be
fleshed out more.. Meh ... I was expecting something like Firefighter or Police Focres 2, but it's completely different, i don't
konw how to diefine this ... It's not a bad game, but not even good .... Don't judge this game by graphic. Very challenging
7.5/10.. I'm sorry it would be a great interesting and challenging game if it wasnt for two things. one:you could easily dipose of
objects that are vital you have (then you start the game over because of it).two: i dont know whether its that i have windows 8 or
not but when i go to the menu (after playing a couple of hours on it ) its all glitched out and no sellection to save,new game
options or anything...the graplics are still there but the screen is shortend and there is little blue screens coming up all around
you still have your cursor but there is nothing to select! ....i love the game most of the time ( other than when im stuck) but i
wouldnt recomend it to anyone who gets really wound up about it not saving and glitching or is not really good at science to
work out what to do.. A well done and engaging history of the video game industry from it's dawn up to the crash in the early
80's. This movie brought back a flood of fond memories and taught me a few things I did not know. Well worth the watch and I
know I will watch this many more times.. Game: Ys VI: Ark of Napishtim
Genre: Action RPG
Developer: Nihon Falcom
Publisher: XSeeD\/Marvelous USA
System: Steam (PC)
Year of Release: 2015
Length of Playthrough: 13 Hours

Total Score: 85\/100
Value Score: 8.5\/10

\u2022 Story: 9\/10
\u2022 Characters: 9\/10
\u2022 GamePlay: 9\/10
\u2022 Graphics: 9\/10
\u2022 Sound: 8\/10
\u2022 Music: 10\/10
\u2022 Length: 5\/10
\u2022 Replay Value: 7\/10
\u2022 Player Value: 9\/10

Pros
+Great story and cast of characters
+Amazing OST
+Achievements
+Time challenge Boss event mode
+Ability to play Easy, Normal, Hard, Nightmare modes
+Exclusive to Steam and GOG version is Catastrophe mode which makes the game play more like Ys Origin and Oath

Cons
-Lacks the platforming aspects of Oath in Felghana
-Customization is weak compared to other Ys games on PC
-Very easy compared to the other games in the series
-Shortest modern Ys game. Alright what do we've got here?
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At first glance one might think that Eterium is a, let's say, low budget space combat action game.
Man, you're wrong, if you think just that.

Eterium is actually a pretty hardcore space combat simulator. During flights you have to keep track of your wingmen, your
flight carrier (if needed) enemies and several sub and weapon systems.
The controls are close to perfect,e specially with a good flight stick and small things like maximum permitted take-off velocity
add to the atmosphere of this game.

The overal presentation feels a bit like a mix between manga and anime, due to the look of the characters, but that didn't bother
me at all.

So, all is cool?
No, not all is cool.
1) During combat I don't have time to read text messages from my fellow pilots. I'm tracking my target and not reading a novel.
This goes for the entire game. SFX are good, but there's no speech throughout the entire game and that is a bit of a mood killer.
It would add a lot to the atmosphere if you could get some radio chatter during combat or when you're reading through the
various scenes that tell the story.

But, beside of that, Eterium does something that many modern space combat games fail to do..,it delivers the feeling of X-
Wing, Wing Commander and Starlancer in its own and good way. Wanting for more if you're a fan of those kinds of games.. I
really like this game. It's a fun space shooter that is simply a nice update on the popular 80s genre. Graphics are good, weapon
upgrades are cool, and game play is straight forward and easy to learn. It's also kind of a fun no-brainer to play after engaging in
some of the more intense and complex games these days.. So many memories from this game!!!! i was 9 when i play it for first
time :) good old days when games are so good without good grapchics.
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